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NEWS FROM WESTON
SUMMER 2017

Letter from the President
Dear Friends of Weston,
I hardly know where to begin, there is so much to tell you. This past year has been busy and full under the capable
leadership of Past President, Martha Hoskins.
Thanks to you, our friends, Weston has never looked better. The house, the house roof and the old kitchen were painted.
The cabin’s newly exposed exterior wall received a sealing coat of paint and all the shingle roofs on the outbuildings were
sealed. The storm-damaged Timber Barn’s roof was repaired. Blacksmith Steve Crist repaired and painted the two iron
chairs in the little garden. A sign welcoming visitors to Weston has now been installed (p.8).
A highlight of the year was a visit by the descendants of Weston's farm workers during our Spring Open House. They were
able to provide information about the the newly renovated cabin. A recently donated butter churn now sits in the cabin’s
1880-1890 room. And, in August, a reunion brought 120 members of the Addison, Bell and Edmonds families to visit the
house and grounds (see p. 5).
Weston was the site of a Fauquier County teacher in-service training last fall. As a result of that visit and hard work by
our Education Committee, our education program is now geared to the teaching curriculum of the County. Aided with
additional historical information gleaned by our archivist, Anne Van Ryzin, we are able to interpret Weston’s history to
school children through new and improved tours.
We are now preparing for the future. You can help us with the funds needed to:
• Repurpose barn for Visitors' Center
• Open the Black Horse Gift Shop
• Rebuild the Ice House
• Rebuild the Water Tower (p. 2)
• Provide new flooring for the kitchen and its hallway in the main house
All donations are fully tax-deductible and are much appreciated
Weston’s new website is www.historicwestonva.org Visit us frequently and often on the Internet or call 540-788-9220 to
schedule a tour, a picnic on our beautiful grounds or just quiet time on the lovely front porch.
I hope to see and thank you personally for your generous donations on September 24th at the Friends of Weston Tea.
Thank you, in advance, for helping us make Weston a center of learning. After all, understanding the past can help shape
the future.
With much appreciation,
Betsy Anderson

Preservation and Restoration...You've Accomplished So Much
By Blair Lawrence
It is with heartfelt gratitude that, at last, we are able to tell our
many donors and friends their generous gifts have allowed
us to save/restore/preserve Weston House and its ten remaining outbuildings. Thank you! Our focus now is care of the
buildings. As everyone knows, maintenance is key~replacing
roof shingles blown off by storms; keeping fencing in good
repair; painting the house (We paint Weston House every
five years~last year the cost was over $5000.); and keeping
termites at bay.

group of Antiquarians. We have a lovely dining room chair
which needs repair and an unusual lady's writing desk which
needs refinishing. We need a more complete set of working
machinery in the Timber Barn, utensils and cooking pots in
the Old Kitchen and tools for the Blacksmith Shop. We want
to be able to explain to the many school children who come
to Weston what exactly was done on the farm and why each
building was necessary.
We are also dreaming of unearthing the old Ice Pit and building a replica of the water tower (see old photos below).

Our goal is the preservation, restoration and maintenance of
the House and outbuildings and to reclaim the many items
given away by the Nourses and sold at auction by the original

Thank you, Friends, for all you do.

Vintage photos of
Weston's former
water tower.
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The Mystery of the Old Barometer
By Anne Van Ryzin
Such stories usually end with a proven solution but be
forewarned that this one does not. You are invited into a web
of possibilities to be untangled in the future by some missing
memory or snip of fact. All are welcome.

at Weston. They likely would have taken the barometer with
them to Georgetown if they had owned it.
Now we come to the mysterious identity of Stephen Benet.
The only contestant found is a Stephen Bennet, British arctic
explorer from 1603 to 1611, too early for the barometer. We
all remember the name of Steven Vincent Benet, poet and
Pulitzer Prize winner, who wrote about
death on the ice, but certainly never came
close to such adventure himself. If we
are willing to consider a memory slip and
transposition of names by the card typist
then the story becomes more intriguing.

The Weston barometer hangs in the entrance hallway as it has
for at least 75 years, documented in an early 1940s photo.
It was located then near the hallway
ceiling, mounted on the stairway rising
to the second floor. As now, it was then
probably not working as no one could
have easily read its face in that location.
Greeting hundreds of house guests, its
written story has never been uncovered
with one small exception: a typed card,
author unknown, explaining:

James Gordon Bennett became the
wealthy owner of the New York Herald
newspaper in 1867. He understood
that his readers wanted excitement and
adventure with their news. At first he
hired talented writers such as Mark Twain
and Walt Whitman. Next he financed
exclusive adventures, for example hiring
Stanley to find David Livingston in Africa.
His reporters were assigned passage
on arctic expeditions and, in 1879, he
sponsored the North Pole expedition of
the U.S.S. Jeanette to both find a prior
missing expedition and the North Pole.
The Jeanette traveled from the U.S. west
coast through Canadian arctic waters. The
crew of the Jeanette included a physician,
Dr. James Markham Marshall Ambler
from Fauquier County.

“Barometer in front hall was taken from
one of the ships of the Stephen Benet
Expedition to find the lost party which had
gone to explore a northwest passage to the
Far East.”
In 1990, when making an inventory of
Weston’s furnishings, C.B. Sloan and
Company described it as an “early-to mid19th century English mahogany case stick
barometer. Works by William Desilva,
Liverpool, c. 1825-30. Scrimshawed
ivory panels and balaster-turned stick,
reeded decoration and leaf carving. Case
probably of New York origin. H. 38 ¾”.
Condition: not working.”
It is known that William Desilva made
ships' barometers in such ornate carved
cases although it is also possible that
an uncased barometer could have been
finished in New York at a later date.
Aboard ship a stick barometer is held on
a wall by a gimbal, a metal clamp that
allows the instrument to remain vertical while the ship rolls.
At Weston the case is stationary. One other vital piece of
information on the face of the barometer is the street address
of William Desilva in Liverpool: Bramley Moore Dock Gate.
Based on research both into the life of William Desilva and
his business records, the company was located at that address
from 1877 to 1881, the close of business. That is much later
than estimated above by Sloan.

The best way to understand the tragic
fate of the Jeannette is to read In The
Kingdom of Ice by Hampton Sides. After
the entrapment and sinking of the ship,
the crew, divided by drifting life boats,
attempted to survive on the ice. Three
men did survive, protecting all of the crew’s scientific and
navigational documents. Dr. Ambler perished on the ice in
1881. Bennett sent rescue reporters; slowly, remains and
belongings were returned, including Dr. Ambler’s personal
journal now at the Virginia Historical Society. In October
1931, the Casanova Gulick family and Theresa “Jimmy”
Ambler attended James Ambler’s fiftieth memorial service
at Leed’s Cemetery in Markham. Dr. James Ambler was
Jimmy’s uncle and over the years she served members of her
extended Fauquier family as a private duty nurse.

The first suggestion as to how the barometer may have come
to Weston involves the U.S. Navy career of Charles C. Simms,
brother-in-law of Charles Nourse. In 1855 Simms was in
command of one of two ships charged with finding the British
Kane expedition near Iceland, missing while searching for the
previously lost Franklin expedition. If the barometer’s date
is correct, Simms sailed too early. Another less substantial
factor is that no other furnishings are identified as belonging
to Elizabeth and Charles Simms from their 1869-1878 stay

Certainly the Weston barometer did not survive the sinking of
the Jeannette but may indeed have been aboard a rescue vessel
or have belonged to James Ambler at his home. It is satisfying
to think of Jimmy receiving it as an heirloom and placing it
on a wall of Weston, her beloved second home. Nevertheless,
this remains a mystery awaiting more discoveries. You are
welcome to contribute your thoughts.
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Interpreting Weston's Cabin
By Anne Van Ryzin
While many visitors have now been able to share the historic
Slave and Farm Workers Cabin, some of you may have yet to
visit. Conversations continue as to how to best interpret the
building and integrate it into the history of farm life. Thus
telling its story has become the task of the Antiquarians’
history and docent teams. There have been several basic
decisions: to reflect changes in usage, a basic premise of
Weston as a living museum; to respect the privacy of the
family who lived in the cabin after 1942; to make the history
come alive for our many school student visitors; to be as
historically accurate as possible. The questions that guests
ask have expanded our interpretations as we start to view
the cabin through their eyes. Budget and space limitations
have driven decisions about furnishings. They must tell
part of the story and be historically appropriate, even if only
reproductions.
The larger, left-hand room depicts 1850 and the original
usage for housing enslaved families. By 1855 enslaved
people had moved out, freed by the will of Giles Fitzhugh.
Their material life is documented by simple objects, many
hand-made as they would have been at the time. The
right-hand room supports the history of Charles Nourse’s
contracted farm workers in the 1880s and 1890s. We
have additionally been informed by Charles’s own list
of furnishings for the building. Artifacts include the

then-available tinware, canning jars and kerosene lamps.
More affluence then allowed for a mirror, metal spoon
and manufactured chair. On the porch, the circuit box
demonstrates the addition of electricity in the late 1940s.
Unfortunately, the cabin’s dampness prevents including fabric
objects that are not kept in storage between visits, such as
clothing and bedding.
Our interpretive materials have been enhanced by generous
donations of family heirlooms by several Antiquarian
members. We wish for a vintage but usable outdoor water
barrel, a large hand-carved wood serving bowl, a widemouthed crock, and a vintage glass paddle butter churn (like a
Dazey). Our docents are especially creative when conducting
school tours to this the only original slave cabin publicly
open in Fauquier. With care, everything is touchable and
we discuss the basics of life: keeping warm, having light,
preserving food, recycling materials and caring for family.
Our adult visitors can read the details of a farm worker’s
contract or how to rent the cabin in the 1930s. The goal is for
everyone to contrast those historical times with how we live
today, free and enriched by innovations.
Please come to Weston’s cabin and share your ideas about
this interpretive journey.

Grandchildren of Carolyn Gallager and Linda Bell (WAS), local residents, enjoy a summer visit to the Weston Slave and Farm Work(4)
ers' cabin.

Weston as Seen through the Eyes of First Graders
By Beth Lynn

As two school buses of 60 H. M. Pearson Elementary School
first graders pulled away from Weston on a damp day in May, I
joined the other Antiquarians who had also served as docents that
morning. Although they had been at their posts and conducting
tours of their assigned buildings for over two and a half hours
they were beaming as they shared their
observations and interactions with
these eager young visitors. We were all
surprised and impressed by the students’
ability to read our signs and labels. Each
group of students included children who
could read “Incubator,” “built,” “Old
Kitchen,” “Slave-Farmworkers Cabin.”
All of us were charmed by the children’s
interest and curiosity about life at Weston
long ago. Their school curriculum had
included lessons about daily life in
the past, and their teachers had done a
wonderful job of preparing them to reflect
upon the ways that communities, family
life and transportation had changed over
time.

floor was dirt, the windows and door were large, the roof was
metal, and “the stumper”: why was the chimney curved? They
shared their thoughts and learned that the curve of the chimney
was not due to the “chimney maker” having to shorten the chimney
so that it fit under the low roof but, rather, that the purpose of the
curve was to slow down and trap rising
heat from the fire.

Betsy Anderson, the tour guide for the house, noted that these
young visitors were impressed by cracks – in the walls, on the
surface of the dining room mirror and in the door that was damaged
in 1862 by the Yankees. “The soldiers were rough; it was a war.”
remarked one child. Joan Anthony, the docent for the dairy and
smokehouse, led discussions about cutting and storing ice in
the winter and loading it into the icebox with tongs so that milk
and butter could be kept cool during warm months. Visiting the
smokehouse was an intriguing experience, and there Joan guided a
discussion about salting and smoking meat. In the Blacksmith Shop
Anne Van Ryzin led discussions about the role of a blacksmith,
what supplies he needed and about having fire in the forge. The
students were told to look around the room and answer why the

The Bradley first graders sent us a charming spiral bound book of
illustrated letters that students had written to us. As you read this
book it is evident that during their visit they learned a lot about
farm life of a different time. They wrote about the corn sheller,
sharpening tools on the whetting stone, cooking on an open fire, the
“air pumper” (bellows) and how horseshoes were made. Another
noteworthy item which was initially overlooked by the docent that
morning was noted and pictured in Andrew’s letter: “I enjoyed
learning about the cabin i liked the potlike thing but I was surprised
when I saw the snack.. EKK.” “Snack,” of course, is the first-grade
spelling of snake. Apparently a snake had visited the cabin to shed
its skin, leaving it dangling from the hearth. The Weston experience
can also include some unplanned science lessons.

We also had first graders from C.M.
Bradley Elementary School tour Weston
in October. These young students, as well
as their chaperones and teachers, were
enthusiastic about being in the home and
intrigued by demonstrations of tools and
equipment in the Old Kitchen, Blacksmith
Shop and Timber Barn. At the cabin they
gently placed eggs in a crock of water to
test for freshness and admired patchwork
quilts as artistic ways to recycle. These
experiences not only reflect daily life of
long ago, but also related to their science
curriculum.

Edmonds/Addison/Bell
Family Reunion
For over 150 years members of the Edmonds,
Addison and Bell families were associated
with Weston. On August 12, their descendants
visited as part of an extended family reunion
drawing members from several states. We
were honored to share with them the site and
its history where their ancestors had worked
and lived.
(5)

Memories of Growing Up in Casanova by Pat Sanders
In Collaboration with Mary Ashton

ing the war, my older sisters also lived with my parents, traveling by train to their federal jobs in Washington until they were
married and moved to the city. One of my sisters, Frances,
became Casanova’s Post Mistress who, during the 1960s, was
honored by Lady Bird Johnson for landscaping the Casanova
Post Office. Another sister, Margaret, married Mr. Floyd Keys.
My brother, Robert, left Casanova when he became an early
draftee into the Army and then
later a Colonel.

Patricia Pearson Sanders, currently of Warrenton, VA, spent
her first twenty some years living in Casanova. After her marriage to William Wallace Sanders, the Sanderses moved for a
short time to Blacksburg, VA, where W.W. attended Virginia
Tech. Pat and W.W. returned to Warrenton in 1949 where he
began working with his father managing Sanders Quarry on
Meetze Rd. Pat has two sons
and one grandson, all living
in the area. In the past, she
has been an avid tennis player.
Mary Ashton, an Antiquarian, interviewed Pat in her
Warrenton Home

Although I, too, found employment with the Federal
Government, my office was
located in Warrenton, on the
2nd Floor of the old Warren
Green Hotel (now Fauquier
County offices and meeting space). Mrs. Sloan, my
supervisor, was responsible
for marketing and selling war
bonds4 throughout the state.
And that was a BIG deal.
As an influential and wellconnected cheerleader for
her cause, Mrs. Sloan had to
meet quotas for selling bonds
valued up to $1,000, arrange
large, party-like events across
the state to encourage their
sales, and recruit national
celebrities to pitch the importance of buying them. In Warrenton, at the movie theatre on
Main Street, film star Edgar Buchanan, who later played Uncle Joe Carson on the TV shows "Beverly Hillbillies" (1962)
and "Petticoat Junction" (1963), attracted large audiences to
hear his pitch for supporting the war. At the old Fauquier High
School on Waterloo Street, rides were offered in an authentic
WWII Jeep as a means of spurring on sales and helping meet
Mrs. Sloan's war-bond quota.

I was born in Casanova, the
youngest of six sisters and one
brother. My father, George
Pearson, moved to Casanova
from Prince William County,
Virginia, in the early 1900s
and built our house next
door to the one-room school
house I attended through third
grade.1
My mother, Anne Pearson,
whose maiden name was Sullivan, was the child of Irish
immigrants who sailed from
Ireland to Boston and then
slowly moved from Boston to
Casanova as part of the Irish
railroad migration during the early part of the 20th century. My
father, not of Irish decent, also worked for the railroad and
oversaw a crew of mostly Irish workers that maintained the
line from Calverton to Warrenton, a busy thoroughfare with
trains running two to three times a day. He had two offices,
one in a small building near the combined train station and
Post Office in Casanova and one in our house on Casanova
Road less than a quarter of a mile away.

To get to and from my work, I usually commuted with Mr. and
Mrs. Cox who lived in Calverton. Mr. Cox was the Treasurer
of Fauquier County. Mrs. Cox was a teacher at the Calvert
School. Some nights, however, after indulging in a dinner and
a movie in town, I’d ride home in the rumble seat of Charlotte
Nourse’s coupe on her way to Weston, her family farm. These
were the nights Charlotte asked me to stay with her until she
closed the USO5 she ran on the southwest side of the Warren
Green Hotel.6

With trains coming and going to Warrenton as well as Washington, D.C. and a close network of families and farms,
Casanova, during the 1930s and ’40s, was an active community and a place on the map. Mr. Floyd Keys, owner of
the Casanova general store with its gas pumps on the front
porch, traveled to Washington each week to bring quality
meats and supplies to his many customers. For Christmas,
local landowners, such as Margo Bryant of Melrose Castle,
would have Mr. Keys prepare baskets of food for local farm
hands2. Gentlemen farmers, such as W.W. Gulick of Redwood
regularly transported cattle to and from Casanova using the
holding pens adjacent to the train station. By the time I came
along, even though the barrel-making establishment adjacent
to the railroad3 was no longer in operation, the village was still
an active community with neighbors and locals stopping for
gas, groceries and, of course, the mail.
Because I loved the community and wanted to stay with my
mother and father as long as I could, Casanova remained my
home until my marriage to William Sanders after WWII. Dur-
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Soldiers stationed at Vint Hill,7 ten or so miles from
Warrenton, would come into town on a big green bus, get
off at the Signal Corp Grill on Main Street for dinner and
refreshments, and then visit Charlotte’s USO to play cards,
participate in organized games and chat with local volunteers.
Charlotte’s good friend, Harriett Turnbull, an active member
of the Red Cross and another Casanova resident, helped make
arrangements for these soldiers to attend family emergencies
away from base. Others who reached out to these young men
included Dorthy Rust and Twinks and Jimmie Hibbard.

Soldiers riding at Weston with Charlottes's coupe in the background.

Charlotte was a natural at organizing events and making
soldiers and young people like me feel at home. Her previous
experience helping soldiers during WWI with her mother and
sister Constance had served her well. As an extension to her
Servicemen's Club work, Charlotte would invite Vint Hill soldiers and local residents to Weston for large Sunday afternoon
picnics with food prepared by the talented and famous Liza
Redd. How Liza and the Nourse sisters were able to gather,
buy and prepare all that delicious food remains a mystery.

Somehow the humble circumstances of Weston never stood in
the way of bringing people together for the greater good.
After the war, I worked for Walter Nourse, brother to the
Nourse sisters and agricultural agent for Fauquier County. His
kind and professional manner towards me, especially during
the sickness and death of his only child Joan, a member of the
Women’s Army Corp, was another testament to a remarkable
family.

Both structures, the house my father built in the early 1900s and the one-room school house, remain on Casanova Road. The school house and its
many additions now serve as a residence.

1

Melrose Castle, a gothic style residence off Rogues Road in Casanova, was built by the Murray family between 1856 and 1860 and was occupied by
the Union Army during the Civil War.

2

The stone building, located across from the Casanova general store, was reportedly used as an establishment for making barrels for storing apples
during the late 1800s and early 1900s. This building has served as a residence for many years.

3

During WWII, “bonds became the ideal channel for those on the home front to contribute to the national defense.” To help sell these bonds, “the
government recruited New York’s best advertisng agencies, famous entertainers, and even used familiar comic strip characters to further their appeal
to America.ˮ “Even though the bonds offered a rate of return below the market value, they represented a moral and financial stake in the war effort.”
www.u-s-hisory.com

4

As noted on the website of the WWII USO Preservation Association (www.ww2uso.org) USOs (Servicemen’s Clubs), some of which were directly affiliated with United Service Organizations, Inc. (USOs), provided entertainment and aide to members of the U.S. Armed forces, their families and support
personnel during WWII. Community organizations and individuals were allowed to establish USO-affiliated organizations as long as the regulations and
standards were followed. These clubs became a “home away from homeˮ for military personnel and workers around the world.

5

The Warrenton USO/Servicemen’s Club was located in the section of the Warren Green Hotel (built 1876) that bordered on Lee Street. This part of the
hotel was torn down in order to construct the present Fauquier General District Court House. The remaining Hotel is currently used for County offices
and meeting rooms.

6

In 1942, Vint Hill Farm was sold to the Army and a cryptology school and intelligence gathering station employing over 2000 military and civilian personnel was established. In 1943, Vint Hill “played a critical role in eavesdropping on enemy communications when it intercepted a message that helped
lead to the D-Day invasion at Normandy Beach.” www.vinthill.com
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FRIENDS OF WESTON TEA
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4:30 PM
Weston

